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Heinz Revival
pop-up display design

The collection of pop-up display designed 

for Heinz aims to recall people’s respect for 

its rich culture and brand history.





“We have more than ketchup!”

Pop-up store displays



Path of 



Started in Sharpsburg, 
Pennsylvania

Heinz’s factory was 
established in 
Pittsburgh

On the NY railway, the “57 
variety” was born

Factory Tour!

Everything 
upside down

Plastic bottles 
launched

1869

1890

1896

1990

2003



Heinz History Center, Pittsburgh





New color, More Pittsburgh





Products & Packaging



Honey MustardKetchup  Mayo

Heinz’s packaging is so iconic that it has become part of the 
brand identity.

I decided to keep the original design of the bottles with a small 
adjustment of the graphic for the collection. 





Theme 1: Grown, Not made
Emphasize the nature feature of Heinz’s products



Concept of Growing

screen

inside

ketchup bottle

“grow” with tomato

5’

“tomato”

putting small
decorations on 
top of the shelf

simulate a 
tomato plant
in backyard

“tomato”
light

logo 
“hiding”
behind

leaf shape

logo on top

ketchups hanging
under the leaves

ketchups raped in
net shape nylon to 
be put on the display

Tomato basket
put ketchups
inside

logo on one of the 
“branches”

ketchups can also go into the barrel
in order to make it easier to reach for
shorter visitor or kids.

barrel Heinz used to contain
its products

5’



Details

put ketchup bottles in the tray

real tomato from Heinz farms

artificial tomato 
stem to create 
natural feeling

Heinz logo engraved

logo plate on top

grid surface

tomato stem

logo

garden shelf

logo plate on top

place a pile of tomato under the shelf



Market shelf

7’

wood grain

three rows

30°

4.5’

7’

size & scale

graphics
behind 
bottles

bottle will 
not cover 
the graphic



Graphics on the side?

Engraved graphics

grid 

Canvas bag

Graphics engraved 
on wood plate, 
then painted over



Text engraved on wood

Real tomatoes on side

Different layers can be used to place different flavors

Heinz logo

Fastened by wood screws

Side panel made of wood

Painted graphics

In a natural market
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Theme 2: Back to the city
Incorporate Pittsburgh’s architecture style



More Pittsburgh In order to fit Pittsburgh and Heinz History Center, textures and 

architecture style are incorporated in the display.

Put extra bottles here

stone column

texture on Pittsburgh architectures

Inspired by bridge in Pittsburgh

two shelves

structure of bridge placed against a wall

Heinz logo

Heinz barrel
as shelf

Prize

Street light inspired light



vintage clock
of Heinz history

label indicating
flavors

Brick pattern
extracted 
from
Pittsburgh
architecture

European style
balcony shelf

band steel

wood

add label 

on each barrel

to indicate 

flavors

Add frame 

on logo plate

double light

screws taller barrel
with more 
interesting shape

add Pittsburgh textures

logo plate
on floor

one barrel bigger



Pittsburgh street light
made of steel and glass

Fastened by screws

Wood texture
Heinz logo plate

Three different
sized wood
barrel, covered with
Pittsburgh
textures

Light stand
goes into 
one of the barrels

Details



 The visitor can see the logo

right away when he enters

enter

Top view exploration 

The smallest barrel

put on the biggest one



With scales in mind

size & scale

32’’

8.5’



Mustard

steel frame

Brown color finish

Paper labels

Painted wood barrels

Top view

Ketchup
Mayo



Ketchup stand in Pittsburgh

Made of glass, the frames are painted steel

Fastened using four screws

Wood post

Wood plate with two identical labels glued on two sides

Indent to provide room for ketchup bottles

Three painted wooden barrels

Labels painted directly onto the barrel
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Theme 3: Take a factory tour
Enable visitors to experience part of the factory tour in the display area



In-store factory

factory
stream
line

Chimney

Heinz factory

Create a natural feeling
selling environment

Tomato source

represents tomato
transfer and selecting 
process

filling process

end product
(for sell)

Tomato plant

Cooking

End product



Pittsburgh bricks texture

Different flavor ketchup inside

Press to make

bottled ketchup
display

back against the wall Same brick frame 
on the back

Time-line instead

filled bottles in the slots
two rows on one side

empty bottle
on the front panel

Three self-service
machine

One row in the front
for sample display

Brick frame around
logo panel

More display space
and storage space 
for empty bottles 
on side

Pittsburgh wall texture

For children

shelf for empty bottles



Making it more fun

 Time-line on top

MAKE YOUR KETCHUP

 Clock on top

MAKE YOUR KETCHUP

 Clock across top and side

MAKE YOUR KETCHUP

 Event bubbles

MAKE YOUR KETCHUP



A fun experience for all

Three rows on side

Painted “slogan”balcony style shelf

MAKE YOUR KETCHUP

8’

7’ 5’

 eye level

reach level



Self-serving ketchup

Brick frame (made of painted foam)

Same structure as the other side

Stainless steel ketchup dispenser

Tray to keep the floor clean

Balcony style shelf (screwed onto the main body)

Wood tilted shelves on both side

Brand identity (painted on the wood panel)
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“Enjoy the experience with Heinz!”


